Abstract Wall Art
Simple Bullseye Polymer Clay Cane
By Stacy Arnold

Supplies:
✓ Robin’s Egg Souffle
✓ Premo Pearl Accents
✓ Twinkle, Twinkle Premo Accents
✓ 18K Gold Premo Accents
✓ Template for size & proportion control
✓ Roller
✓ Blade
✓ Light bulb with aluminum foil
✓ Picture frame
✓ Bake and Bond or Kato Translucent Liquid Clay
✓ Tiny Pandora Deepshine Brush-on UV Finish with a brush and curing light

Cut and mix together ½ Premo Pearl Accents with ½ Robin’s Egg Souffle and roll into a ball.

Make a thick log to match your template. Roll out your Twinkle, Twinkle Premo Accents & 18K Gold
Premo Accents into a thick sheet.

This sheet of Twinkle, Twinkle is rolled out to the thickest setting of my pasta machine. Wrap and
smooth the seams without reducing or distorting the cane.

This sheet of 18K Gold is rolled out to the thickest setting and folded in half. Wrap and smooth the seams.

Wrap another sheet of 18K Gold at a thickness that mimics your template and smooth the seams.

Reducing the cane:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

use your fingers and start squishing from the center.
Keep moving your cane around to maintain a circular shape
Move towards the ends one at a time
Roll on work surface to smooth your cane.
Cut in to 3 pieces
Reduce the other canes

Slice pieces from all your canes and set aside

Expect distortion from your slicing and use your fingers to
reshape how you want. Don’t worry about fingerprints in your clay. Cover the light bulb and bake
according to your clay manufacturer’s instruction. Tip: I wrap aluminum foil around the base to make a

stand.
Remove the paper filler, glass, and backing from your picture frame. Coat the frame and glass insert with
Bake and Bond or Kato Translucent Liquid Clay. Cover with remaining Twinkle, Twinkle Premo Accents clay
and smooth.

Do not bake once completely covered

Cover your picture frame by adding Bake and
Bond or Kato Translucent Liquid Clay on your baked pieces and bake again.

Allow for complete cooling

Finish with Tiny Pandora Deepshine Brush-on UV
Finish with a brush and curing light available @tinypandoracraftingboutique.com.

Admire your creativity!!!

